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Impact of COVID-19 on the region

DISCLAIMER: The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we 
endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continuance to 
be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 

– The region began experiencing negative economic impacts 
caused by COVID-19 in March 2020

– The IMF projects an economic contraction of 6.2% across the 
region in 2020 due to a “sudden stop” in tourism and reduction 
in economic activity

– COVID-19 has eliminated the equivalent of 1.5 million jobs in 
the Caribbean according to the International Labour
Organization

– We anticipate travel restrictions and social distancing measures 
will continue until the end of August 2020

– Governments across the region are taking different approaches 
to re-opening their respective tourism sectors, and have yet to 
agree on protocols for travel and health and safety

Economic impact 
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Global Benchmarks | Special Purpose Organizations 

International financial 
institutions are encouraging 
countries to catalyze their 

economic recovery through a 
targeted and focused 

organization 
Alternative approaches include: 
special purpose bonds, direct 

delivery by public sector, public-
private partnerships, etc.

Canada
Toronto Parking 
Authority

USA
San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency 

United Kingdom
Highways England Authority Saudi Arabia

National Housing Company Australia
Sydney Water

Emerging Trend
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Leveraging Special Purpose Organizations

– Special Purpose Organizations (SPOs), also known as Special 
Purpose Entities, are legal entities created to fulfil a specific 
and time-limited objective

– Operate at arm’s length from parent organizations, SPOs help 
reduce potential financial and reputational risk

– SPOs are a streamlined, financially sustainable mechanism for 
delivering high-impact services 

– Commonly used for infrastructure projects or targeted 
programs (e.g., transit, housing, economic development, etc.), 
SPOs have defined governance structures and provide a 
unique opportunity for public-private partnerships (ranging from 
the private sector delivering services to participating on the 
Board of Directors)

– SPOs provide a flexible and responsive option for governments 
to effectively address an evolving challenge 

Key Elements 

Transparency

Arm’s-length operations

Defined and independent governance structure

Specific and time-limited objectives

Client-focused

Skilled executive leadership

Guiding Principles 
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What have we learned from past uses of SPOs? 

Increased access 
to funding1

Dedicated funding is critical in 
ensuring SPOs withstands 
potential political change. 

Effective 
leadership2

SPOs provide an opportunity to 
engage skilled executive 
leadership from across public and 
private sector to deliver on the 
mandate. 

Clear and independent 
governance structures3

Governance structures which 
provide clarity (in terms of roles 
and responsibilities) and 
authority for the SPO to operate 
at an arm’s length from 
government.

Transparency 
is key4

There is an pportunity for increased 
transparency and defined reporting 
schedules to government 
authorities.

Lesson 
Learned

Enables public-private 
partnerships 5

SPOs allow for greater flexibility in 
engaging private sector partners to 
deliver on the project or service. 
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National COVID-19 Coordination Commission | 
Australia

Case Study 1

Why was the SPO set up?

‒ To advise the Australian Government on actions to mitigate the social and economic impacts of 
COVID-19 

‒ Advise the Prime Minister on non-health aspects of the pandemic response
‒ Develop strategies, manage ongoing issues and mobilize the public, private and not-for-profit sectors to 

ensure that Australian business and communities are supported throughout the pandemic

How is the SPO organized?

‒ The Commission is led by an Executive Board of Directors, each with experience in the public and 
private sector, along with designated areas of expertise

‒ Members include Secretaries of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, and the Department 
of Home Affairs

What does the SPO do?
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National Bushfire Recovery Agency | 
Australia

Case Study 2

Why was the SPO set up?

‒ To lead and coordinate a national response to rebuilding communities affected by bushfires across 
Australia

‒ Administer a $2 billion National Bushfire Recovery Fund
‒ Work with all levels of government, industry experts, businesses and charities to deliver a coordinated 

relief effort
‒ Provide counselling and support, such as information to access specific services and assistance with 

completing grant applications

How is the SPO organized?

‒ Set up as an agency within the Australian federal government for a two-year period
‒ Agency lead reports to the Prime Minister through the Minister for Emergency Management 

What does the SPO do?
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New South Wales Land and Housing 
Corporation | Australia

Case Study 3

Why was the SPO set up?

‒ To facilitate social housing programs in New South Wales, Australia

‒ Run programs such as Millers Point and Communities Plus, delivering affordable social housing to the 
community and facilitating the sale of public land 

‒ Delivers maintenance services to public housing residents

How is the SPO organized?

‒ As a Public Trading Enterprise established in 2001 under the Housing Act
‒ Operated under the Minister of Water, Property and Housing

What does the SPO do?
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Level Crossing Removal Project | Australia
Case Study 4

Why was the SPO set up?

‒ To oversee rail infrastructure projects in the Melbourne area, specifically rail crossings

‒ Oversees the elimination of 75 level crossings in the Melbourne area by 2025 and additional rail network 
upgrades such as new train stations, track duplication and train stabling yards

‒ Consults with community members on potential opportunities and provides information about upcoming 
construction projects

How is the SPO organized?

‒ Set up as in independent administrative office overseen by the Department of Transportation

What does the SPO do?
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Key considerations in establishing SPOs
The following should be considered to ensure that SPOs are established to 
effectively respond to the impacts of COVID-19:

What is the primary objective and duration for the SPO?

What role (if any) should the private sector play? 

What governance mechanisms and reporting requirements must be established?

Is legislative or regulatory change required to enable the creation of the SPO?

How will the SPO obtain funding and/or financing?

How will risk be shared among the parties involved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Benefits SPOs are a single point of contact, provide clear funding parameters, reduce project risk 
such as cancellation due to changes in government, and help reduce red tape burden



Q & A



Thank You



This document was prepared based on a compilation of public information regarding measures recommended by different public health organizations in Canada and 
globally at the time of writing.  None of the information contained herein is intended to be, nor should be construed or relied upon as, advice or guidance on legal, 
health, safety or medical matters, including but not limited to any employment or privacy law matter, all of which should be fully considered by any party in the context 
of its own “return-to-the-workplace ” plan.  KPMG and other contributors and collaborators disclaim any responsibility or liability for any use or reliance placed by any 
person or organization on this document.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour
to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be 
accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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